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In order to better understand what you think and how you feel about your high school 
science courses, please respond to each of the following statements from the perspective 
of:  “When I am in a college (or high school) science course…” 
 
[Response Scale: Ο Never    Ο Rarely    Ο Sometimes    Ο Usually    Ο Always]  

 
01.  I enjoy learning the science. 
02.  The science I learn relates to my personal goals.     
03.  I like to do better than the other students on the science tests.   
04.  I am nervous about how I will do on the science tests.        
05.  If I am having trouble learning the science, I try to figure out why.      
06.  I become anxious when it is time to take a science test.       
07.  Earning a good science grade is important to me.          
08.  I put enough effort into learning the science.         
09.  I use strategies that ensure I learn the science well.       



10.  I think about how learning the science can help me get a good job.        
11.  I think about how the science I learn will be helpful to me.        
12.  I expect to do as well as or better than other students in the science course.   
13.  I worry about failing the science tests.       
14.  I am concerned that the other students are better in science.     
15.  I think about how my science grade will affect my overall grade point average.        
16.  The science I learn is more important to me than the grade I receive.        
17.  I think about how learning the science can help my career.          
18.  I hate taking the science tests.   
19.  I think about how I will use the science I learn.       
20.  It is my fault, if I do not understand the science.          
21.  I am confident I will do well on the science labs and projects.       
22.  I find learning the science interesting.        
23.  The science I learn is relevant to my life.    
24.  I believe I can master the knowledge and skills in the science course.       
25.  The science I learn has practical value for me.         
26.  I prepare well for the science tests and labs.        
27.  I like science that challenges me.        
28.  I am confident I will do well on the science tests.  
29.  I believe I can earn a grade of “A” in the science course.       
30.  Understanding the science gives me a sense of accomplishment.  
 
The end.  
 


